Equity returns are believed to be strongly influenced by country, sector and style effects. A key issue is to be able to disentangle those various effects from one another. In particular, differences between country returns may simply reflect differences in the sector composition of country markets, which makes it clearly difficult to disassociate both effects. Similarly, from 1999-2001 the relative performance of Growth versus Value might be solely due to the striking performance of the Technology and Telecommunication sectors. For global equity portfolio managers, it is crucial to identify which factors offer the highest diversification benefits and return potential. We apply a multi-factor approach to estimate "pure" country, sector and style factor returns. Using data going back to 1990, we identify the major changes that have occurred in developed markets until 2001. Our various indicators clearly point out the growing influence of sector factors. However, country effects remain important and there is no clear-cut evidence that sector factors dominate country factors. Style factors such as Growth, Value and Size also remain significant, even once sector and country effects are deduced. Finally, we show that momentum strategies based on sector returns offer substantial gains, while momentum strategies based on country returns do not. These findings suggest that, while diversification and return benefits from sector strategies have become substantial, managers should continue to monitor carefully country as well as style rewards and risks. * Quantitative Analyst, Lombard Odier & Cie, Geneva, Switzerland, and Associate Professor of Finance, Vrije Universiteit, Department of Finance, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Executive Summary
Evidence of ever-integrating financial markets has led many financial institutions to reconsider their investment process. From fundamental analysis to portfolio construction and management, a clear shift is occurring from countrybased to sector-based approaches. Simultaneously, style issues recently raised a large amount of interest, due to the huge divergences between style performances from the late 90's to mid-2001. This topic, which has been a US-only debate since long, is now also under scrutiny among European portfolio managers. Hence, the debate on the portfolio construction process is the following: what matters most, countries, sectors or style? This paper answers this question.
We find that sector effects have become dominant, whatever the manner in which they are identified. However, this is a recent phenomenon, since countries have been more important than sectors for long. The behavior of the technology and the telecommunication sectors only partially explains this trend. Sector effects can therefore be expected to remain at least as important as country effects, even when market volatility returns to lower levels.
However, country effects remain very important, as do Style factors: Value / Growth and Size (expressed through the market capitalisation). It is therefore crucial to take these four categories of factors into account when constructing internationally diversified portfolios. It is important to measure the portfolio exposure to Country and Style, even when the portfolio is constructed along active sector bets. An unwanted under-or over-exposure to one of these factors adds additional and unnecessary risk to the portfolio. In addition, a welldiversified portfolio in terms of sectors may not be diversified in terms of countries or Style factors.
The study is based on five main indicators: -The identification of pure factors is a key indicator: returns on country (or sector) factors are adjusted to the differences in the sector (or country) and Style composition of country markets. For instance, the pure Swiss factor is adjusted to the fact that a high concentration of financial and pharmaceutical companies influences the returns on the Swiss market heavily. We find that high returns on pure factors are related to large sectors and small countries. In addition, we identify a predominant Growth factor through significant returns, even when the effects of typical Growth sectors (such as TMT) are deduced.
-The statistical significance of the factors, which indicates the homogeneity of the asset class, answers the questions: are sectors more homogeneous than countries? are the behavior of pharmaceutical companies more homogeneous than Swiss stocks? Our results show that sectors have gained in homogeneity in time, while countries have lost some. Growth and Value stocks are also homogeneous, as well as large capitalisation stocks.
-The correlations between the factors, and therefore the potential diversification benefits are key devices as well. We find that correlation between countries tends to increase slightly, while the correlation between sectors is decreasing strongly. Therefore, sector diversification benefits appear more important than country. It should be noted that the increase in country correlations is mainly due to Euro zone countries. Furthermore, our study is solely based on developed countries, and therefore does not take into account the potential strong diversification benefits from emerging markets.
-The potential achievable returns on country and sector strategies is one of the main indicators in our study. We show that a manager, who forecasts future returns on the factors perfectly, achieves much higher returns through sector allocations than country allocations.
-Finally, as we all know how difficult it is to forecast future returns, we evaluate the performance of simple momentum strategies applied to pure country and sector factors. The results of buying (or over-weighting) countries or sectors in an upward trend and selling (or under-weighting) 1 Introduction
Evidence of ever-integrating financial markets has led many financial institutions to reconsider their investment process. From fundamental analysis to portfolio construction and management, a clear shift is occurring from country-based to sector-based approaches. Simultaneously, style issues recently raised a large amount of interest, due to the huge divergences between style performances from the late 90's to mid-2001. This topic, which has been a US-only debate since long, is now also under scrutiny among European portfolio managers. Hence, the debate on the portfolio construction process is the following: what matters most, countries, sectors or style? This paper answers this question.
Actually, it has become increasingly difficult to disentangle country, sector and style effects. Clearly, the strengthening of sector effects is related to the market euphoria engendered by the New Economy. The dramatic and persistent outperformance of the Technology and Telecommunication sectors until March 2000, and the ensuing reversal of fortunes have obviously played a major role in the increase of sector effects. Some consider that differences between country index returns are nowadays mainly driven by differences in their industrial composition. If this is the case, investors should definitely consider abandoning cross-country diversification strategies in favor of cross-industry. This may be particularly true in areas like the Euro-zone, where the adoption of a single currency has eliminated the proportion of return differential that was purely due to exchange rate variations. Hence, a major source of geographical diversification benefits has been erased. In order to shed light on these issues, we apply a multi-factor approach and derive several indicators of the relative importance of the country, sector and style effects. A multifactor model allows us to identify country, sector and style factors driving stock returns. Using data going back to 1990, we are able to capture the major changes that have occurred in developed markets until 2001. We use returns on individual stocks rather than indices, and develop alternative measures of the differences and similarities between country, sector and style factors. In particular, we assign a Value and a Growth attribute to each stock in the universe on the basis of a set of variables that are more likely to reflect the actual styles followed by portfolio managers than the traditional Price-to-Book criteria. We analyze "pure" country, sector and style returns, comparing them over time on the basis of their magnitude and statistical significance. Finally, we compare the profit on momentum strategies based on country and sector factors.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the factor estimation methodology, and discuss the data and the selection of factors. In Section 3, we present the main results. Section 4 concludes.
2 The Model and the Factors 2.1 Methodology
The Model
An important methodological issue is to disentangle country factors from sector factors and from style factors. It is crucial to separate these various influences and eliminate the interaction between them. This goal is clearly not reached when country indices are used as proxies for country factors, industry indices for industry factors and style indices for style factors. For instance, if the industrial composition differs across countries, then country indices contain industry effects and industry indices, country effects. The same is true between country and style effects, or between sector and style effects.
To illustrate this point we may take the following example. Returns on a Swiss index may differ from returns on a world index for two reasons. First, returns may differ because the industrial composition of the Swiss index is different from the industrial composition of the world index. On average, if Healthcare stocks outperform the world index and Energy stocks underperform it, the overall effect will be positive for Switzerland because this country index has proportionally more Healthcare and less Energy stocks than the broad index. Second, returns on the Swiss index and the world index may differ because returns on Swiss companies are different from returns on companies belonging to the same industry group but located in a different country.
That is why we apply a multi-factor approach to individual stocks. Country, industry and style effects can be more easily separated by using individual stocks rather than indices, and by estimating simultaneously "pure" factor returns through a regression technique. With this methodology, the Switzerland effect can be interpreted as the outperformance of an industrially diversified Swiss portfolio relative to the world index. By "industrially diversified", we mean that the Swiss portfolio has the same industry composition as the world index. Similarly, the Healthcare effect is the outperformance of a geographically diversified Healthcare portfolio relative to the world index.
In very general terms, multi-factor models specify the return on asset i at time t as the sum of the product of K factor returns and "factor loadings" (equivalently called beta coefficients). The factor loadings are known in advance (the stock market capitalisation, the country or sector belonging of a stock, etc.). The methodology seeks to estimate the returns on these factors. In this study, we examine country and sector factors, as well as the Value, Growth and Size factors.
The model, which is fully described in the Appendix, is specified as follows:
where (the return on the Size factor). Finally, ε i,t is the stock-specific return, which means the return on stock i at time t regardless of its country, sector or style attribution.
In order to estimate the above model and ensure that a world portfolio has zero exposure to each factor, we need to impose some additional restrictions on the parameters. They are fully described in the Appendix and may be summarized in the following way: the weighted average of the returns of each factor category (countries, sectors, Value/Growth and Size) should equal zero. With these constraints, a portfolio replicating a world index has zero exposure to each factor. Hence, by construction, the Common factor equals the world index return. The substitution of the constraints in equation (1) allows us to work on an unconstrained regression. It may occur that only very few stocks are found in a given country or sector. In order to obtain country and sector factors that are representative of a substantial group of stocks, we decide to remove country or sector dummies when the set comprises less than five stocks. In this case, the corresponding stock returns only contribute to the estimation of the Common factor.
Correlation issues
In the selection of the a priori factors to be considered in the model, it is important to choose carefully the correlation structure on the risk factors. Two main approaches can be found in the literature, and this is also how commercial risk models differentiate.
The first approach is to estimate the factor returns in stages. At each stage, the returns on one factor category are estimated using regression residuals of the previous stage. For example, we may begin calculating the Common factor. The error terms of this first regression could then be used to estimate the country factor returns. The error terms of this second regression could then be used to estimate the sector factor returns, etc.
The advantage of this approach is that we set zero-correlations between factor categories. However, the main drawback, which is the reason why we have not adopted this methodology, is the lack of economic foundation to justify in which order the various factors should be estimated. For instance, why should country factors be estimated before sector factors? In the case of strongly correlated factors, such as Technology and Growth, the factor returns obtained from the regressions may significantly differ. For example, if sector factors are estimated first, and the Growth factor second, the latter should be weaker than if it were estimated first. Unless there is a good reason for estimating a particular factor prior to another, it is less arbitrary to consider all factors at the same level of importance.
This brings us to introduce the second approach, which is used in this paper. The idea is to estimate all factor returns at once, leading to a large variance-covariance matrix of factors for which there is no reason to find off-diagonal elements equal to zero. In particular, we expect strong correlations between the Growth factor and factors such as Technology or Telecommunications.
Weighting schemes of the cross-sectional regressions
The cross-sectional regressions may be run to get the factor returns by using either a value-weighted OLS regression method or an equal-weighted OLS. The two approaches are found in the literature and we believe that a preference for one or another depends on the practical use. On one hand, analysis based on value-weighted regressions is probably more accurate for a portfolio manager aiming at a low tracking error against a capitalisationweighted benchmark. This portfolio manager will indeed have factor bets through large capitalisation stocks, in order to keep his tracking error under control. On the other hand, a portfolio manager whose strategy is to invest in a limited number of stocks without being concerned by their capitalisation, should focus on the equal-weighted model. Such a manager will actually bet on factors through his stocks of strong conviction whatever their benchmark weights. Consequently, his tracking error is likely to be substantial. In this study, we primarily focus on the value-weighted (VW) regression technique for the unhedged sample, but we present some results for the equal-weighted (EW) regressions and the hedged sample for comparative purposes.
The Factors 2.2.1 Data
In this study, we focus on the constituents of the SSB World Primary Market Index (PMI). We choose this index rather than the MSCI World Index, for several reasons. To begin with, the SSB data is available back to 1990, while no compiled data is available in agreement with MSCI's new industry classification before 1995. Furthermore, an ex post reclassification according to a new classification system may induce an additional bias. The other reason the SSB data is preferred, is the availability of the unique SSB Value/Growth classification on a historical basis (for details see section 2.2.4). However, we believe our global results should be little affected by the choice of one world index rather than another.
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The SSB World PMI is a sub-index of the SSB World Broad Market Index (BMI), which consists of 23 developed market country indices. Each BMI country index comprises companies with an investable market capitalisation (defined as a float-adjusted market capitalisation) greater than USD 100 million. For each country, the largest companies are assigned to the PMI until 80% of the BMI investable market value is reached. It is thus composed of medium to large capitalisations. As of August 30, 2001, the World PMI included 1036 stocks.
It is important to avoid a survival bias and estimate historical returns on factors using the historical composition of the universe rather than the current one. We collect price data as of month t for all the stocks that were in the universe at month t − 1. The data consists of the price level at the end of month t and at end of month t − 1. The prices are in local currency and in US dollars. Two series of returns are derived, one characterizing an investor who hedges his foreign investment, not the other who therefore risks an unexpected currency movement. We refer to these two series of returns as the "Hedged" and "Unhedged" samples. Unhedged returns are defined as ln[
is the adjusted price of stock i in US dollars at time t. Hedged returns are obtained from local prices together with the interest rate differential. Denoting r * the short-term (3-month) interest rate of the foreign country, and r the domestic or reference (here, the US) short term rate, the hedged returns may be expressed as:
, where P Loc i,t is the adjusted price of stock i in local currency at time t. It should be noted that the methodology described above does not constitute a "perfect hedge", as between t − 1 and t the stock price may have moved in such a way that the forward sale of foreign currency is either insufficient (if the price has increased) or too important (the price has gone down and the proceeds from the sale of the stock are insufficient to buy a predetermined amount of reference currency). However, we choose this hedging approach because it corresponds to what is feasible to a typical portfolio manager.
It is clear that in the case of unhedged returns, currency movements will affect the country factors. However, looking at unhedged returns may be more relevant, owing to the many portfolio managers who do not hedge for whatever reasons (the cost of hedging, the believed mean-reverting pattern of currencies, the natural hedge provided by multinationals and other large firms, etc.). It should be emphasized that this is incorrect from a theoretical point of view (see Solnik, 1974 , for instance), because additional risk is added to the portfolio without any corresponding risk premium.
Country and Sector Factors
For each stock, we also collect data related to the domicile country, as well as to its sector. This again is done each month based on the stock belonging to the universe as of the previous month. Although we do not expect many firms to change country or sector over time very often, this careful data checking procedure should eliminate any potential survival bias.
Size Factor
Given the large literature documenting the various effects of the Size factor, we also construct a size indicator. Different approaches have been taken previously (Fama and MacBeth, 1973 , took the logarithm of the market capitalisation, other research calculated the exposure to the returns on the x% largest stocks minus the returns on the x% smallest stocks, etc.). We are taking here a slightly different approach. As shown in detail in the Appendix, the Size exposure of each stock is obtained from the transformation of its index weighting in such a way that, at each period: a) the index has a zero exposure to the Size factor, and b) the largest constituent has an exposure of 1. The latter restriction ensures an economic interpretation of the magnitude of the Size factor. 
Value/Growth Factor
An important issue is the assignment of a given stock to either the "Value" or the "Growth" category. Since the seminal study of Fama and French (1992) , a Value stock is often defined as a stock the issuing firm of which has a large Book-to-Price (B/P). Fama and French found that, for the US market, the stocks belonging to the deciles characterized by the lowest and the highest Book Value to Market Value (BV/MV) had respectively an average annualized return of 5.8% and 22.4%. They concluded that the market tends to reward the BV/MV ratio, such that the equilibrium expected returns increase when the ratio increases. This finding has had a huge impact on equity style investing. Although this outcome initially only defined the Value style, it has led to the wide acceptance that high Book-to-Price stocks are Value stocks and that low Book-to-Price stocks are Growth stocks.
Several index providers have developed a Value/Growth classification based on this single measure (S&P/Barra for the US, MSCI for international or country style indices). The lowest Book-to-Price stocks are considered as Growth stocks, and the highest, as Value stocks. MSCI, for instance, ranks the constituents of each country standard index by the latest reported B/P, and then splits the universe in two groupings. The stocks with the smallest B/P are assigned to the Growth index until one half of the total index market value is reached. The remaining stocks, characterized by a larger B/P, are then assigned to the Value index. These style indices are rebalanced twice a year to reflect any change in the B/P structure. International Value/Growth indices are calculated using each country Value and Growth constituents.
Classifications based exclusively on the Book-to-Price attribute are little satisfactory, both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. First of all, Growth style is thought of as just the opposite of Value style, Value investing being defined as buying cheap stocks, and cheapness being measured by the Book-to-Price ratio. This implies that Growth managers are "buyers of expensive stocks", regardless of the true growth prospects of the issuing firm. The univariate Book-to-Price methodology fails to identify what Growth style really is, namely buying stocks of companies the earnings of which are growing faster than the average. Second, every stock is assumed to be either a pure Growth stock or a pure Value stock. Realistically, some stocks may be neither Growth nor Value (expensive without superior earnings growth). Other stocks may be a mixture of both styles (cheap stocks with superior earnings growth). Third, in the ranked universe, the last Value stocks have almost the same Book-to-Price as the first Growth stocks, but the former are considered pure Value stocks and the latter, pure Growth stocks. Finally, since firms belonging to the same industry tend to have similar book values, both Value and Growth indices incline to be composed of a few industries only.
A more satisfying way of defining style is to focus on the different criteria shared by investors following the same investment style. For instance, if investors consider that high Book-to-Price is the fundamental characteristic of a Value stock, then this ratio should be used to measure its "amount" of Value style. Similarly, if investors consider that high earnings per share (EPS) growth is the fundamental characteristic of a Growth stock, then this rate should be used to measure its "amount" of Growth style. With such an approach, Value and Growth styles are defined separately, thus allowing a stock to be pure Growth or Value, none of them, or a mixture. For the US market, the Frank Russell Style Indices, the Wilshire Associates Style Indices and the Prudential Securities Equity Style Indices are constructed on the basis of such a multivariate methodology. Global Style indices based on such an approach are only provided by SSB.
In this paper, we use the Growth and Value characterization developed by Salomon Smith Barney. The SSB methodology can be summarized as follows. First, variables defining and characterizing the two styles are identified. A set of 10 Growth variables that measure the company growth (for instance, the five-year historical Earnings per Share Growth) is chosen. Similarly, a set of 5 Value variables that measure the relationship between intrinsic and market value (for instance, the Earnings per share to Price per Share) is selected. These variables are standardized by region. Cluster analysis is then applied to determine which variables contribute effectively and significantly to the differentiation between Growth and non-Growth, or between Value and non-Value stocks. A total of 3 Growth and 4 Value variables have been retained. For each stock of a given SSB Country PMI Index, Growth and Value scores are derived from the level of these variables. Finally, Value and Growth probability weights are deduced from these scores and assigned to each stock. These probabilities are constructed in order to ensure that i) each SSB Country Style Index represents exactly 50% of the total float-adjusted market capitalisation of the corresponding SSB Country PMI Index, and, ii), for each stock, the sum of the Growth and Value probability weights equals one. These probability weights are revised once a year based on the information available, at the end of March, for company reported data, and at the end of May, for price data. They become effective on the 1 st July, and are then held constant during the subsequent year.
In our study, the SSB Growth and Value probability weights are the factor loadings labeled p G i,t and p V i,t in equation (1). As shown in the Appendix, it results from SSB methodology that, in our value-weighted model, "pure" Value returns are the exact opposite of "pure" Growth returns as estimated by our value-weighted regression technique. Hence, in the subsequent parts of the paper, we shall drop the "Value" label and focus exclusively on the Growth factor, keeping in mind the simple relation between both factors under the value-weighted scheme. However, the relation between the Growth and the Value factors is more complex in the case of an equal-weighted regression technique (see section 2.2.6 for a description of the different regression techniques).
Results

The pure factors
Returns on pure factors are shown as cumulated log-returns in Figures 1 to 7 . Figure 1 shows the cumulated log-returns on the Common Factor for the four different samples (hedged/unhedged, EW/VW). All return series are calculated from a US investor's viewpoint. The difference between the cumulated EW and VW returns is due to the outperformance of large stocks relative to small stocks since 1998. The difference between the cumulated hedged and unhedged returns is very small, which is not surprising as the US represent the largest capitalisation in the sample. Figure 2 reports the cumulated returns on the Size (Panel A) and the Growth (Panel B) factors, both for the EW and the VW samples. It should be emphasized here that the returns are pure factor returns, net of all other factor returns. The figure shows how small the return on the pure Growth factor was prior to 1999, while the pure Size factor has revealed a steady positive trend from 1995 to 1999.
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Since many large firms are Growth firms, the results may be misleading if Size is not disassociated from Growth. For instance, it is often claimed that Growth performed well in the second half of the 90's. We believe it was rather a Size effect until 1999. Another important outcome is that the strong Growth effect that emerged in 1999 is not only due to extraordinarily strong Sector effects concentrated in a few Growth-oriented sectors like Technology and Telecommunications.
Indeed, a strong Growth effect remains once sector effects are isolated.
In Figure 3 , we represent the country factor returns of the G5. The shape of the cumulated returns on Japan is striking. While Figure 3 pertains to the unhedged VW sample, Figure  4 shows the Japan factor for the 4 different samples. The pattern of the two unhedged samples clearly shows the strong yen appreciation of 1998. It is a nice illustration of how different the results are, according to the weighting scheme (EW or VW) and the hedging assumption. In Figure 5 , we show the results for several other major European countries and we find that differences between country factors are striking even within Europe. Figure 6 represents the cumulated returns on sector factors. The returns on the Technology and Telecommunication sectors are clearly recognizable. It should be remembered that sector and Growth factors are estimated simultaneously. Hence, the correlation between sectors and Growth is not zero. In order to better understand the relation between highly correlated factors, we also show in Figure 7 three factors for which the a priori correlation is high: Telecommunications, Technology and Growth. These three factors show their peak in March 2000. The graph also indicates that prior to 1996 the correlation between them was far less important. 
! "
Figure 6: Cumulated log-returns on sector factors (Unhedged -VW sample).
Figure 6 (continued):
Figure 7: Cumulated log-returns on three highly correlated factors (Unhedged -VW sample).
Homogeneity of country, sector and style factors
It is also important to investigate the significance of each factor in the cross-sectional regressions. Two factors may have similar behaviors over time, while one is highly significant in each cross-sectional regression, and not the other. We maintain that the cross-sectional t-statistic is an indicator of the homogeneity of each factor. A high cross-sectional significance indicates a fairly good homogeneity of a given factor. For instance, if the Healthcare factor is constantly significant over time, while the Switzerland factor is not, we can infer that the behavior of Healthcare stocks is more homogenous than the Swiss stocks. We therefore calculate the factor t-statistics for each monthly cross-sectional regression, which are independent of the sign or the magnitude of factor returns.
We report in Table 1 the average t-statistic of each factor, and show if its average value over time is significantly larger than the critical value of 1.96. Several interesting results emerge from the table. The results are overall very similar for the hedged and the unhedged samples, even for the country factors. Large countries are generally significant, while small countries are not. Most sectors are highly significant for the VW samples (9 out of 14), but are less significant for the EW samples (5 out of 14). Size and Growth are highly significant for the VW samples and insignificant for the EW.
In order to visualize how factor significance evolves over time, we represent the 12-month moving average of the t-statistics in Figure 8 . The top graph shows the results of the EW sample and the bottom, the VW, both based on unhedged returns. Here we discover several important differences between factor categories.
The significance of country factors has been falling since 1991, while the opposite has occurred (although to a lesser extent) for sector factors. This is true for both the equalweighted and the value-weighted regressions. The average t-statistic of the Country factor was very high at the beginning of the 90's, well above the Sector factor. At the end of the decade, the Country factor was hardly significant (slightly below 2), while the significance of the Sector factor rose above 2.5. Hence, we can conclude that sectors clearly became more homogeneous than countries. The Growth factor was distinctly significant in the late 90's, but this is far from true for the whole decade. It seems that the behavior of Growth stocks lost homogeneity especially in the mid-90's. The Size factor has been significant since 1991 for the VW sample. For the EW sample, this factor was only marginally significant during 1997 (although Figure 2/Panel B shows that this factor is large in magnitude). In 2001, Size was only significant for the VW sample. 
Benefits from country, sector and style diversification
Diversification benefits arise from low correlation among asset classes. In particular, the benefits of international diversification arising from low correlations among Equity markets are well documented. Nevertheless, the main sources driving correlations remain controversial among both academics and practitioners. Low correlations may be due to differences in economic conditions across national borders, like variations in regulatory environment, economic policies and growth rates. If this is the case, cross-country diversification strategies should produce significant benefits.
On the contrary, low correlations among Equity markets may be explained by the specific industrial composition of each country. For instance, an investment in the Swiss market actually implies a high exposure to the banking sector, while an investment in the Dutch market, to the energy sector. Equity markets are maybe imperfectly correlated only because industries are. If this is the case, allocation strategies across sectors could offer higher diversification benefits than across countries.
In this subsection, we report various dispersion and correlation measures among country and sector factors, as well as indicators of their magnitude in international strategies.
To begin with, we calculate the monthly cumulative cross-sectional dispersion among pure country and pure sector returns in order to identify turbulent periods (for a review of cross-sectional dispersion, see Solnik and Roulet, 1999) . Hence, for each month, we get the cumulative cross-sectional dispersion of country and sector returns and then we sort them by decreasing order. Figure 9 indicates the 20 highest cumulative variances. The first bar shows that in September 2000, sector returns were twice as volatile as country returns. In February 2001, sectors were even 3 times more volatile than countries. Most of the time, however, the dispersion of country returns is much higher than sector returns (16 months out of 20). This suggests higher diversification benefits from cross-country allocation in times of high volatility. This also holds for the overall period: the dispersion of country returns is on average 0.25% per month, while it is as low as 0.10% for sector returns. Table 2 reports the full correlation matrix among pure sector returns (Panel A) and among pure country returns (Panel B). It should be realized that there are non-zero correlations between country and sector factors, although we do not report them.
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Correlations are generally low or even negative, both among country and sector returns. Pure factors appear to be very little correlated, as opposed to factors including the Common factor (which is not a surprise). The correlations among country (or sector) factors increased by the Common factor are strongly influenced by the Common factor itself. Therefore, we believe here that the correlation among pure factors is the only measure that really matters when performance is measured against a benchmark, and for an active investor who wants to make bets on either country or sector factors. Nevertheless, for comparison purposes, we also report factor results including the Common factor. As correlations among pure country and sector factors are very low, the diversification impact (both along countries and sectors) should be high. We report in Figure 10 the average correlation among country and sector factors over time. At each point in time, the correlations are measured over the previous 36 months and then averaged among factors of each category. Panel A shows correlations among factors increased by the Common factor, while Panel B reports correlations among pure factors. Our results are very comparable to previous research on the topic (see for instance .
Panel A reveals that country correlations were below 50% until the 1998 crisis. They increased over roughly 55% in summer 1998 and have remained at this level until mid-2001. Sector correlations have shown a clear decreasing trend over the whole period, but have remained above country correlations until the end of 1999. In mid-2001, sector correlations were around 40%, while country correlations, close to 55%. The usual interpretation is that, although diversifying along sectors is becoming more and more beneficial (because of decreasing correlations), country factors still offer high diversification benefits (because the average correlation is still relatively low). Another important finding is that, while correlations among country returns tend to increase sharply during market corrections, as in summer 1998, correlations among sectors appear to be more resilient to such shocks, since they increase only marginally. Thus, diversification along sectors seems to be more robust than along countries when the global investor needs it most, e.g. during correction periods.
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Panel B of Figure 10 offers an alternative way of analyzing potential diversification benefits through the average correlation among pure country and sector returns. The average correlation between pure sector returns is very stable between −5% and +2%, while it is between 7% and 17% among pure country returns. Given these results, sector factors seem to offer slightly higher diversification benefits.
In order to better assess the importance of the Growth factor for diversification purposes, we show in Figure 11 its correlations with all the other factors. Unsurprisingly, the strongest correlations are with Technology (45%), followed by the Common factor (almost 40%) and the Telecommunications (almost 30%). Strong negative correlations are with Transportation (−50%) and Consumer non-Cyclicals (−47%). 
The magnitude of country, sector and style effects
Another measure of potential benefits from cross-country and cross-industry strategies has been proposed by Rouwenhorst (1999) . He suggested to use the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) indicator, defined as the weighted average of the absolute deviations from the mean return at a given date t. This indicator provides a measure of the opportunities of outperforming an index through active country or industry exposures. The country (respectively the industry) MAD can thus be considered as the gains from a perfect foresight strategy based exclusively on country (respectively industry) bets. The strategy would be to hold a long position in rising factors and a short position in declining factors, in proportion to their weight. Their contribution can be either equal-weighted or capitalisation-weighted.
For example, we consider a universe comprising only 2 countries (the US and Switzerland) and 2 sectors (Technology and Healthcare), where each factor is equal-weighted within each category. If pure country returns happen to be +1% and −1% (for the US and Switzerland respectively) over a given month, then the perfect foresight strategy return is 1% (reflecting a long position in the US and a short position in Switzerland). The country MAD equals 1%. Now, if pure sector returns are +10% and −10% (for the Technology and Healthcare sectors respectively), then the perfect foresight strategy return is 10%.
The sector MAD equals 10%. In this case, the impact of sector factors is much stronger than country factors. Since the MAD is generally a quite volatile indicator, some previous research applied a smoothing by taking a 52-week moving average , or a 48-month moving average (Baca et al., 2000 , used the variance instead of the absolute mean). Figure 12 shows the MAD 12-month moving average over the whole period. Panel A shows the equal-weighted MAD and panel B, the value-weighted MAD. Our results are akin to previous findings: from 1991 to the late 90's, the country MAD has been above the sector MAD. However, the sector MAD has increased dramatically between 1997 and the end of 2000. The equal-weighted MAD caught up with the level of the country MAD at the end of 2000, while the value-weighted MAD has largely exceeded the country MAD over this period. Between mid-2000 and mid-2001, all MADs have been following a comparable slightly decreasing trend. This sheds doubt on all definitive conclusions on a persistent downward trend for country effects as opposed to a persistent upward trend for sector effects. However, a general conclusion is that, while country factors have not lost much in magnitude, sector factors have undoubtedly gained importance between 1998 and 2000.
In Figure 13 , we represent the importance of weighted average absolute returns on the Common Factor, the pure Country, Sector and Growth + Value factors, as well as the average absolute stock-specific returns, as a percentage of the whole. Again, Panel A shows equal-weighted returns and Panel B, value-weighted returns. The Growth factor has clearly gained importance over time. For both weighting schemes, it was at least as important as the average absolute country or sector returns by mid-2001. The decrease of the Country contribution is obvious in both panels but is much more important when returns are value-weighted. The average absolute stock-specific returns accounted for more than 30% of the total over the whole period, suggesting the large potential added-value of stock picking. 
Factor Returns and Momentum
Risk control is an important issue for portfolio managers, and it is essential to assess which strategy -country, sector or style allocation -provides the greatest diversification benefits. However, it is also vital to compare strategies on the basis of the return enhancement they are likely to offer. Several issues arise here. We already showed in section 3.2 that, in terms of MAD, the potential overperformance of sector strategies became similar to country strategies, assuming that portfolio managers are perfectly able to forecast country and sector returns. However, we all know how difficult this forecasting exercise is in reality. In this section, we investigate the predictability of factor returns using a simple momentumbased approach. It should be realized that the momentum strategy presented and tested here is only an illustration among many other forecasting techniques. Nevertheless, we believe that it is interesting to apply such strategies to country and sector factors and compare the results.
Momentum is now extensively documented by research. A recent study by Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999) confirms the existence of momentum in individual stock returns, but shows that this effect is only due to an industry momentum effect. Indeed, once the industry momentum is removed, there is no evidence of any momentum effect left on the stock level. The framework developed by these authors is the most common. The idea is to compare over m months the performance of stocks selected among the best or the worst over the past n months.
The momentum indicator we use here is well known among technical traders and is based on the following rule. A BUY signal is given when the price moves above the maximum of the past n months. A SELL signal is given when the price moves below the minimum of the past n months. In our case, the "prices" are replaced by the cumulated factor returns. At the beginning of each month, we construct this indicator for each factor. We then build a portfolio, which is 50% short in factors with a SELL signal and 50% long in factors with a BUY signal. The return on this portfolio is calculated each month, then averaged over the whole period and finally annualized. The results of our momentum strategy are shown in Table 3 for all the different samples. There are clear-cut features that country factors do not generate any significant profits over time, while sector-based strategies are significantly profitable for most n values. For n = 4 for instance, the annual outperformance of the sector portfolio is between 4.8% and 5.1%, with a t-statistic above 3.2, which means that the return gain is significantly different from zero.
It should be noted that the above momentum strategy is based on pure factors and may not be easily replicated in practice. Therefore, we suggest the following strategy based on realized stock returns, instead of constructing pure factor mimicking portfolios. At each period, we build a minimum variance portfolio where stock weights are such that the exposure to the Common, the country and the style factors is zero, whereas the exposure to the sector factors is either positive (if the trend of the pure sector momentum indicator is upward) or negative (if the trend is downward). Formally, the optimisation problem to be solved at each time t:
subject to
whereσ i,t is the specific variance, that is the variance estimate specific to stock i at time t, calculated from the sequence of stock-specific returns, .., t] . m k,t is the momentum indicator of Sector k at time t, which equals +1 if the trend is upward and −1 if the trend is downward. Finally, γ k,t is a constant, indicating to which extent, Sector k may be over-or under-weighted.
In other words, the optimisation consists in choosing stocks characterized by a low specific variance, such that the exposure to sectors is positive (respectively, negative) when the pure factors are in an upward (respectively, downward) trend. The exposure to all other factors, which are not predictable in terms of future returns, is zero.
However, in practice, the above constraints often lead to unfeasible problems (for instance, this is the case when many more sectors follow a downward trend rather than an upward trend). Therefore, we have to modify the sector constraint (4), such that each sector is either over-or under-weighted between 10% and 30%. Formally, we have:
This optimisation is carried out at each time t and is solely based on observations available up to then (the strategy is therefore easily replicable). The problem was no solvable for a few months only (4 out of 139), in which case no active position was taken. The resultant cumulated log-returns are shown in Figure 14 (the momentum indicator is based on n = 4 months). They can be either interpreted as absolute returns on a long-short portfolio, or excess returns on a portfolio tracking the SSB World PMI index.
This simple momentum strategy shows that sector-based returns would have been predictable over time (in our case, from 1990 to 2001). Of course, the momentum indicator on pure sector factors may "not work" in future. However, it is striking to find out that sector-based strategies are performing much better than country. We believe that factor predictability is a crucial element when the importance of country or sector factors is investigated. Our strategy captures sector trends, while it does not reveal any clear country pattern. Country risk may therefore be considered as an unpredictable risk that should be hedged against. On the contrary, gains may be sought through active exposure to predictable sector risk. However, other quantitative strategies may yield superior results, or a manager may have superior return forecasting skills. Figure 14 : Cumulated log-returns on a mock portfolio built through the momentum strategy applied to pure sector factors (Unhedged -VW sample, n = 4 months).
Conclusion
We show empirical evidence of the importance of country, sector and style factors for the construction of global equity portfolios. Our initial questions were clear: should a portfolio manager structure his portfolio along countries, sectors or style? Are sector-based strategies definitely superior to country-based or style-based strategies? Our various indicators point out a more moderate conclusion: undoubtedly, diversification benefits and return potentials of sector-based approaches have dramatically increased in the late 90's, and were comparable to country-based approaches in the first half of 2001. Nevertheless, country factors remain influential, and there is no sign that this importance is being severely altered. Another important finding is that style effects remain substantial even once country and sector effects are deduced. The dramatic divergence between the performance of Growth and Value styles from 1999-2001 cannot be explained by sector effects only. There is visibly an independent Value/Growth effect. The same is true for the Size factor.
When the pattern and the significance of pure factor returns are investigated, we find clear evidence of i) the statistical significance of the four factor categories, Country, Sector, Growth/Value and Size, ii) an increasing significance of sector factors and a decreasing significance of country factors. Evidently, sectors are becoming more and more homogenous, while the opposite is true for countries. When we compute correlations among country and sector factors increased by the Common factor, we identify a significant reduction among sector factors over time, while country correlations remain stable. Nevertheless, correlations among pure country and sector factors are both very low and stable over time.
Correlations among pure sector factors are slightly lower. The Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) indicator points out a dramatic rise of the sector effect but also a clear resilience of the country effect. Finally, we show that sector returns are momentum-driven, while country returns are not. This has important implications in terms of active allocation policies. Potential gains from sector allocation are clearly superior to those from country allocation.
Given these essential findings, it is obvious that the milieu of asset management should not solely be organized along sectors. Country effects may be losing importance but it is definitely too early to abandon cross-country allocations in favor of cross-sector. Style effects also deserve careful monitoring, as they play a major and independent role. The current focus on the "Sector versus Country" debate should not prompt portfolio managers to put them aside, since this may significantly alter portfolio efficiency. A multidimensional approach is the only appropriate approach. All four factors, Country, Sector, Growth/Value and Size, represent significant risk factors that should be explicitly taken into account, monitored and managed in global equity portfolios.
A Appendix
The purpose of this appendix is to present our multi-factor model as well as to justify the constraints it is subject to.
A.1 Notations
Factor returns are estimated through independent cross-sectional regressions of stock returns on their exposures to 5 factor categories. We shall use the following notations:
• N t denotes the total number of index constituents at time t, t = 1, . . . , T ;
• P i,t is the adjusted price of stock i at time t (in US dollars for the unhedged sample, P $ i,t , and in local currency for the hedged sample, P Loc i,t ); • Let M C i,t be the SSB index market capitalisation of stock i and T M C t , the SSB PMI index total market capitalisation at time t;
• w i,t is the weight of stock i at time t such that Nt i=1 w i,t = 1. w i,t will be defined according to the different weighting schemes applied to the cross-sectional regressions. Indeed, w i,t is the SSB index weighting of stock i at time t (M C i,t /T M C t ) if a value-weighted scheme is used, while it is equal to 1/N t if an equal-weighted scheme is applied;
• N C and N S are the number of country and sector factors respectively;
• Stock exposures to each factor at time t are given by: -D C k i a dummy variable, set to one if stock i belongs to country k, k = 1, . . . , N C ; -D S k i a dummy variable, set to one if stock i belongs to sector k, k = 1, . . . , N S ; -p G i,t the SSB Growth probability weight of stock i; -p V i,t the SSB Value probability weight of stock i; -SZ i,t the Size exposure of stock i.
• At each time t, the cross-sectional regression provides an estimation of the following parameters:
-the Common factor return, denoted F t ;
-the return on the k th country factor, denoted F C k t , k = 1, . . . , N C ; -the return on the k th sector factor, denoted F S k t , k = 1, . . . , N S ; -the returns on the Growth and the Value factors, denoted F G t and F V t respectively; -the Size factor return, denoted F SZ t ; -the stock-specific return, denoted ε i,t .
A.2 Construction of the multi-factor model
The full regression equation at time t is:
The index return at time t is defined as the weighted average of constituent returns:
which, through equation (1), is equal to:
We have to set the following constraints in order to identify the Common factor with the index return, which ensures that the world portfolio has zero exposure to each factor:
The next step consists in simplifying these constraints and substituting them into the main equation (1).
In constraints (2) and (3),
simply represents the relative weight of Country k in the universe at time t and
i , the relative weight of Sector k. Setting the relative weight of the country and sector factors to
respectively, both constraints reduce to
Isolating the first factor return of each category (k = 1) in the previous equation and substituting them into expressions
Concerning the SSB probability weights, we have p V i,t = 1 − p G i,t by construction. 2 Therefore, constraint (4) may be rewritten as:
Finally, in order to satisfy constraint (5), the size exposure SZ i,t has to be defined through the stock weights, w i,t , according to the following standardization rule:
where
and a t is chosen such that max i {SZ i,t } = 1. In other words, µ t is the weighted average of stock index weights at time t, and a t is a scaling factor (ensuring an economic interpretation of the magnitude of the Size factor).
At this stage, we can introduce constraints (6) and (7) into equation (1), allowing us to work on an unconstrained model: As far as the Size factor is concerned, µ t =
The multi-factor model (9) becomes then: , then constraint (7) reduces to
The Size factor is then defined as:
The multi-factor model (9) becomes then:
